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About
Doriane is a career designer and salary strategist for 

women who are #CSuiteBound.

She created Your Career Girl to help top performing 

and ambitious women leverage their unique strengths 

to create higher paying and impactful careers, without 

sacrificing impact.

This document is meant to help stakeholders develop 

collaterals and communication that are true to our voice. 

When this book evolves, we will inform you. 

Your Career Girl is the brain 
child of Dorianne St Fleur. 



Our Brand

These are the character traits we want to evoke in 

our customers every time they interact with us.

Attributes

Feminine ModernExclusivePowerful Fun



Identity
OUR PRIMARY LOGO
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The Black Dress

“The Black Dress” is our primiary logo 

and the focal point of our visual branding. 

It comprises an icon, a vertical separator 

and a wordmark. The icon is a monogram 

formed by the merge between the letters 

Y, C and G, with the Y borrowing the top 

of the G. The thickness of the vertical 

separator is half that of the monogram. 

Because The Black Dress is our most 

prized visual asset, it is important to use 

it following the guidelines provided here.



OUR SECONDARY LOGOS

We use our secondary logos in situations 

where the space available does not allow 

us to use the full Black Dress.

Inline

Centered
Aligned

Icon



CLEARANCE

MINIMUM SIZE

Having enough clear space around our 

logo increases contrast and visibility. 

It also reinforce our brand attribute of 

Power, as it portrays our logo as daring 

and confident enough stand on its own.

The clear space x-value corresponds to 

the full width of the monogram. 

The Black Dress should not be scaled 

below 200px wide. 200px



USAGE & RESTRICTIONS

Use the white logo over 
dark backgrounds.

Stretch, condense, color
apply shadows, rotate or crop.

Please Do

Please Don’t



Photography

That’s why we prefer to use photography that 

inspires optimism, confidence and possibility.

Our brand is about people reaching for a 
better version of their careers.

Favour images with shallow depth of field.

Do not cover faces with type.

Provide enough contrast when writing on images.

Avoid images with too many subjects.

Only use colour overlays over black + white images.

PLEASE NOTE



#F4BAB8

Colors
A. Our Palette PRIMARY COLORS

SECONDARY COLORS

DARK GREYS

LIGHT GREYS

#F9F9F9#E8E8E8

#DDE2E8#818181

PREVIEW

#F3EDEA

#FFF3F1#F6FAFC



#F4BAB8

#FFF3F1

ALL OTHER COLORS

B. How to Use our Colors

PRIMARY COLORS

SECONDARY COLORS & GREYS

This is our primary text and button 

color. Unless a text is a link or needs 

special attention, please use this.

Use this for text links and elements that 

need urgent attention. 

This is our first choice for all non-text 

highlights. Use it sparingly to preserve its 

wow effect.

Use all our other colors for backgrounds 

and tertiary highlights. 

#F6FAFC



Typography

Please use them consistently to stay true to our 

brand. Online, use Spectral and Montserrat. 

Offline, use Miller Display and Montserrat.

A rewarding career awaits.

Can we help you there?

We use 3 font families to convey power, 
femininity, exclusivity, modernism and fun.

Montserrat

Miller Display

Spectral

Miller Display
Career Roadmap.
A B C D E 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Spectral Italics

Montserrat
HOME  CONTACT  1 2 3 4 5For sub-headlines (H2)

For print headlines.

For body copy, web 
headlines & emphasis.



Inquiries

If you have any question regarding how to 

display our logo, how to obtain our logo files, 

colour codes or any other branding related 

enquiry, please contact Dorianne.

We’d like to help our partners display our 
identity uniformly accross the web.

DORIANNE@YOURCAREERGIRL.COM



Thank you.

www.yourcareergirl.com


